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Core Issues in Today’s Talk

 The problem of creating value has changed in a global and 
digital era.
• Levers of advantage are shifting
• Modularization and outsourcing change the manufacturing game
• Unexpected disjunctures are routine  

 The IT-enabled Services Transformation (not the service 
economy) matters. 
• The Services Transformation changes the processes of innovation 

and trade
• There is a service transformation revolution and delusion

 Should policy debates be reconceived?

Creating Value in A Global Digital Era
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Tools for Thought: 
The Digital Expression of Knowledge

 Knowledge and the Economy
• Knowledge is always a basic element of the industrial development
• Knowledge development has become more intense with its digital 

expression and globalization 

 The Possibilities: Tools for Thought
“Information technologies, data communication and data processing technologies are 

tools for thought that amplify brainpower in the way the technologies of the industrial 
revolution amplified muscle power….They are tools to manipulate, organize, transmit, 
and store information in digital form.”
– Tracking a Transformation: E-Commerce and the Terms of Competition in 

Industries, BRIE-IGCC E-conomy Project Task Force (Ed.). (Washington, DC: 
Brookings Press, June 2001)., Cohen, Delong, Weber, and Zysman. 

 Converting Possibility into Productivity: Implementing New Tools
“At each point in the last 40 years the critical step in the transformation of technological 

potential into economic productivity has been the discovery of IT users of how to 
employ their ever greater and ever cheaper computing power to do the previously 
impossible.” Tracking a Transformation

Tools for ThoughtTools for Thought
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 The Emergence of Mass Production and Mass Markets  
 Lean Production, Diversified Quality Production, and 

Trade Conflict  
 American Comeback, Modularization, Supply Chains, and 

the Entry of Asian Third Tier
• New consumer electronics: From electro-mechanical to digital
• Wintelism:

– Component, modular, driven competition  
– Modularity facilitates outsourcing
– Cross national production networks and supply chains
– The expansion of global finance and FDI

 A Global and Digital Era:  IT Tools, Networks, and 
Services

Step l  The Historical ContextStep l  The Historical Context

Evolution of 20th Century Competition
The 2nd Globalization
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 The Global and the Digital Combine
• New products and services
• New entrants 
• New strategies

 Constantly shifting levers of advantage 
• Fundamental Features 

– Internal functions become products
– Differentiating assets become commodities
– The unexpected, constant disjuncture, becomes routine
– And the world speeds up

• New mechanisms of value creation

How Revolutionary was the Digital Revolution? National Responses, Market Transitions, and Global Technology, a BRIE-ETLA-
Helsinki Project (Eds.) (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2006)

Step 2 The Current EraStep 2 The Current Era

The Global Digital Age:
Shifting Levers of Market Advantage
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The Global Digital Age:
From Market Sectors to Value Domains
 Strategy Logic circa 1980

• Definable sectors with clear targets for advantage and value

 The Search for the “Sweet Spot” circa 2005
• Ambiguity of spaces and domains
• Modules, tasks, outsourcing
• Levers of advantage are constantly being reshuffled

– Consider the blurring of services and manufacturing: the Ipod
story

• Who controls the “sweet spot”?
– What permits control
– What confers advantage
– Integration and Imagination
– The Risk: Fragmentation of knowledge

Step 2 The Current EraStep 2 The Current Era
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 Globalization
• The Classic Vantage

– Reduced transaction costs and accelerated trade
– The world converges to a single norm and set of rules
– But is the world really flat?

• New Features: New Players and Transformation of Production
– Emerging Markets
– Modular production and reconfiguration of services

 But the World is NOT Flat:  National Innovations on a 
Global Stage:
• A sequence of national stories on larger markets
• A sequence of new competitive issues

– New business models
– Changed relative pricing

• Investing, harvesting, and integrating

 Tension between the “Global” and the “National”

Step 2 The Current EraStep 2 The Current Era

The Global:
National Stories on a Larger Stage
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The Digital:
A Tale of Tools and Services

 IT Tools: An Emblem of the New Economy
• IT as a leading sector
• IT “tools for thought”

 Network Logic Changes Markets and Society
• Modularization, decomposition of production and services, 

recombination of service activities, and outsourcing, 
• New Definitions of Property such as Open source 
• Further blurring of product and service
• Innovation:  Leading edge corporate users are joined by 

facilitators of small business and leading edge consumers

 Services

Step 2 The Current EraStep 2 The Current Era
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 Services:  From Sink Hole to Productivity Driver
• Expanding services thought to dampen growth
• Now, services and service tools seen as sources of 

productivity

 Reframing the Service Debate  
• The issue is Not..

– The growth in the quantity or the value of the activities we label 
as services. (We have all seen the numbers)

– About a shift from agriculture to industry to service

• The issues Are..
– The services transformation driven: the application of rule 

based Information Technology tools  
– The reconfiguration of service sectors and the alternation of 

value creation in services.
– That services are embedded in social structure and regulation 

Step 3 Services and NetworksStep 3 Services and Networks

Service Economy
or

Services Transformation
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The Fourth Service Transformation

 The Accounting Error:  Outsourcing 
 Changes in Consumption Patterns
 Outsourcing Household Work  
 The Algorithmic Transformation: From 

Revolution to Delusion

Zysman, John. “The 4th Service Transformation: The Algorithmic Revolution,” BRIE Working 
Paper #171 (Berkeley: BRIE, 2006). A version of this article also appears in the 
Communications of the ACM Special Issue on Services Sciences, July 2006. 

Step 3 Services and NetworksStep 3 Services and Networks
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 Some aspects of service activities can be 
converted into:
• Formalizable, codifiable, processes 
• Often with clearly defined rules for their 

execution

 IT tools can then be applied to services 
• Business processes and transactions
• Sensor networks 
• Consumer goods and roles  

 Nature of Innovation Changes

Step 3 Services and NetworksStep 3 Services and Networks

The Algorithmic Revolution:
IT Tools Enable Service Reorganization
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 Innovation in Service Products and Service Process 
• IT  tools are enablers

– IT tools embed knowledge 
– Can be purchased in the market

• Application to reorganization of business and social processes
– Technically

o Modular decomposition of tasks
o Innovative recombination in applications

– Requires 
o Mastery and vision of the social processes of services
o Flexibility to reorganize the processes
o Talent to implement these 

 Interplay of tools and reconception / reconfiguration of 
services
• Innovation in Business Models
• New services
• Redefinition of old services
• Services and Products Blur

Step 3 Services and NetworksStep 3 Services and Networks

Innovation &
the Algorithmic Revolution
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The Algorithmic Delusion:
Where is the Services “Sweet Spot”?
 Enduring advantage is Not created from 

automating the routine

 Advantage lies with
• The imaginative use of new tools to implement innovative 

visions and galvanize talent in new ways
• The re-conception of the underlying enterprise 
• In the management of knowledge and exploitation of the tacit
• The advantage of the application of judgment and innovation 

• Interplay of tools and reconception and 
reconfiguration of services

Step 3 Services and NetworksStep 3 Services and Networks
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 Services become ever more:
• Tradable
• Modularized
• Footloose

Step 3 Services and NetworksStep 3 Services and Networks

Transformed Services Follow 
Manufacturing  
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 The Data Network Stack
 The Service Tools Stack

Step 3 Services and NetworksStep 3 Services and Networks

Following the evolving possibilities:
Two Stacks of Tools
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Applications and Services in the Early Data Era

 Liberating the Control Layer from The Telecom Stack
• Application layer (implementation of real uses of data)
• Control layer
• Infrastructure layer

 Tools and Rules in the Digital Era: A Process of Deregulation 
and Re-regulation

 Consequences of control layer liberation
• Networks interconnected via TCP/IP and WWWeb
• User driven,  principally corporate users, exploration of how to use 

data and data networks 

Bar, François and Michael Borrus. “The Future of Networking.” A Berkeley Roundtable on the International 
Economy (BRIE) Research Paper. University of California, Berkeley, 1993.

Step 3 Services and NetworksStep 3 Services and Networks

The Data Network Stack
Freeing the Telecom Control Layer
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Automating the Codifiable:
Process and Transaction

Experimenting and CreatingReorganization

Innovation
&

Reregulation

Step 3 Services and NetworksStep 3 Services and Networks

How Did the Interplay Work?
Network Innovation and Experimentation

Bar, François and Michael Borrus. “The Future of Networking.” A Berkeley Roundtable on the 
International Economy (BRIE) Research Paper. University of California, Berkeley, 1993.
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Should We Conceive a Services Stack?
The ICT Platform Transition

Application

ApplicationsControl

Infrastructure

Business Processes 
from combined 

Applications

ApplicationsServices/
Middleware

Operating Systems/
Hardware structures

Abstraction

Encoding

Connection

Telecom Stack Services Stack

Step 3 Services and NetworksStep 3 Services and Networks
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Automating the Codifiable:
Process and Transaction

Experimenting and CreatingReorganization

Innovation
&

Reregulation

Step 3 Services and NetworksStep 3 Services and Networks

Service Innovation?
Codification and Experimentation, again

Bar, François and Michael Borrus. “The Future of Networking.” A Berkeley Roundtable on the 
International Economy (BRIE) Research Paper. University of California, Berkeley, 1993.
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Policy in a Global Digital Era: A first vantage
Volatility and Constraint

 The global digital economy is fluid  
• Corporate Strategy: The search for the Sweet Spots of value  
• From clarity of sectors to ambiguity of domains and spaces
• Modular production and segmentation of services

 Constraints on policy of simple promotion
• When country A promotes the Widget industry, it  may 

generate jobs and innovation in suppliers in country B
• Innovators dilemma makes established clusters vulnerable. 

Established skills often made obsolete

 In a fluid unpredictable world:
• Should government just get out of the way? 
• Or just make policy to create a context for investment, innovation, 

and experimentation

ConclusionConclusion
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Policy in a Global Digital Era: A second vantage
Diversity and Opportunity

 Diversity creates multiple viable strategic growth options
• Modularization in production and the reconfiguration of services generate 

an array of possibilities.
• The differences between service and manufacturing  matter to evolving 

growth and development strategies.

 Governments have mattered in varied ways in many success 
stories. 
• Consider: Denmark, Finland, Ireland, Israel, Taiwan, Monterrey, 

Bangalore
• If successful strategies vary, then role and policies are likely to vary

 No Single Bullet, No magic formula: But many options
• The strategic question:  How to situate the region and define the options
• The tactical question:  How to configure policy responses to the strategic 

objectives

 Where, and how, to invest resources

ConclusionConclusion
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Policy in a Global Digital Era: A second vantage
Diversity and Opportunity -2

 Where, and how, to invest resources 
• Infrastructure development

– Facilitating build-outs of data/communications technology
– Key: Domestic experimentation with new networks
– Key: Fostering competition and competitive firms

• Ideas, IP, and technology:
– Development, Diffusion and Harvesting
– From universities to government institutions
– What IP rules should apply

• Skill and People Development: The New Choices
– Industry specific skills and IT skills: pattern recognition, analytics 

• Should re-regulation of services consider market impacts and standards

• Avoiding the Fads: Encouraging rethinking of production and off-shoring 
– Production as Commodity and Strategic asset
– Organizing for Knowledge Management: Fragmentation of knowledge requires 

rethinking knowledge management

ConclusionConclusion
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Policy in a Global Digital Era

 Constraints of a fluid market are real

 Opportunities from modular 
segmentation are diverse 

 No single bullet / no magic formula

 The Necessity: Imagination on top of 
Analysis

ConclusionConclusion
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